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Lori Severson is currently using her 25 years of 
experience as a safety consultant to offer risk 
management services to healthcare systems across 
the US. She has conducted hundreds of national 
presentations and is a subject matter expert in the 
area of Safe Patient Handling and Mobility (SPHM) 
from the occupational safety perspective. Lori has 
also co-authored two national standards on 
SPHM: Safe Patient Handling & Mobility National 
Standard and Healthcare Recipient Sling and Lift 
Hanger Bar Compatibility Guidelines.

About Your Speaker: Lori A. Severson, CSP



Goals learning objectives

Describe the elements of the healthcare-specific Federal 
OSHA National Emphasis Program as they relate to your 
hospital or healthcare facility. 

Explain, using case-study examples, the Federal OSHA 
Compliance Directive inspection process.
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$18,200 Safe Patient Handling & Mobility Citation

 Under terms of a settlement agreement with OSHA, Twin Towers will retain 
a specialized safety consultant with ergonomics expertise to recommend 
improvements to its resident handling program that will include minimal lifting 
by caregivers; using safe handling technologies, such as mechanical lifts; 
repositioning aids; and training for workers.

 The company will report to OSHA on improvements to its program 
within six months and pay a penalty of $18,200 to resolve OSHA citations 
issued in June 2015. 

 The agency issued citations after conducting an inspection based on a review of 
injury and illness logs for employees, which indicated a high rate of 
musculoskeletal injuries for caregivers. Twin Towers cooperated fully with 
OSHA's investigation.

 (http://www.dol.gov/opa/media/press/osha/OSHA20151474.htm)
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Healthcare Occupational Safety - Dr. John Howard of CDC

1. No easy task to be an occupational safety and health 
professional in healthcare because of the many hazards 
and assumptions/myths of prevention and the lack of FT 
employee safety professionals

2. Healthcare has a long history of resolving safety conflict 
entirely to the advantage of the patient without a rigorous 
consideration of all alternative ways to protect both the 
patient and the healthcare worker

3. Statistics continue to indicate a need for improvement 
especially for Safe Patient Handling & Mobility
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OSHA’s New Ways

Stronger enforcement 

Ensure that workers have a voice for their safety

Change workplace culture:  Employers must “find and fix” 
workplace hazards by conducting hazard assessments 
by job titles and spell out control measures for 
prevention 
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National Emphasis Program (NEP) for Hospitals and Long 
Term Care

Extension - June 25, 2015 OSHA released a memorandum, entitled 
"Inspection Guidance for Inpatient Healthcare Settings" 

 NAICS 622 (hospitals) and 623 (nursing and residential care facilities)

History 

 April 2012 OSHA – National Emphasis Program Focus on Long Term 
Care – Extended in July 2015

 Nursing and Residential Care Facilities (NAICS 623110, 623210 and 
62331)
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Five National Emphasis Program Focus Areas

1. Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) relating to patient or 
resident handling,

2. Workplace violence (WPV),

3. Bloodborne pathogens (BBP),

4. Tuberculosis (TB), and 

5. Slips, trips and falls (STFs).

http://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/Directive_pdf/CPL_03-00-016.pdf
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National Emphasis Program Goal

To significantly reduce overexposures to the five 
hazards listed through a combination of 

1. Enforcement
2. Compliance assistance
3. Outreach  include speeches, training sessions, or news 

releases to our constituents such as unions, professional 
organizations, and community groups
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Enforcement Instructions

1. OSHA Instruction CPL 03-00-016*, National Emphasis Program -
Nursing and Residential Care Facilities, (NAICS 623110, 623210, 
623311), April 5, 2012.

2. OSHA Instruction CPL 02-01-052, Enforcement Procedures for 
Investigating Workplace Violence Incidents, September 8, 2011. 

3. OSHA Instruction CPL 02-02-069, Enforcement Procedures for the 
Occupational Exposure to Bloodborne Pathogens, November 27, 
2001.

4. OSHA Instruction CPL 02-00-144, Ergonomic Hazard Alert Letter 
Follow-up Policy, April 11, 2007.

5. OSHA Publication OSHA 3148-04R 2015*, Guidelines for 
Preventing Workplace Violence for Healthcare and Social 
Service Workers, 2015.

6. https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/tuberculosis/
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Compliance Assistance

OSHA’s Healthcare Safety and Health Topics webpage: 
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/healthcarefacilities/index.html.

OSHA Worker Safety in Hospitals webpage: 
http://www.osha.gov/dsg/hospitals/index.html.

OSHA Nursing Homes and Personal Care Facilities Safety 
and Health Topics webpage: 
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/nursinghome/index.html.

OSHA Nursing Home eTool: 
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/nursinghome/index.html.

OSHA Hospital eTool: 
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/hospital/index.html.
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OSHA’s Eligible Facilities

OSHA Memorandum, Establishment - Targeting Lists for 
Emphasis Programs, November 12, 2014

Secondary Inspection List

Nursing and Personal Care Facilities. Programmed inspections 
of nursing and personal care establishments will be 
conducted under OSHA Directive CPL 03-00-016, National 
Emphasis Program – Nursing and Personal Care Facilities 
(NAICS 623110, 623210, and 623311)
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National Emphasis Program Criteria For Visits

CY’s 2010, 2011, 2012 - OSHA 300 Logs 
 DART RATE > 5.3 

Number of injuries and illnesses cases with lost time or 
restricted duty X 200,000 / Employee hours worked = 
DART rate.  (Columns H&I)

How to Compute Your Facility’s Incident Rate for Safety 
Management On-Line Calculator
http://www.bls.gov/iif/osheval.htm
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2012 - 2015 National Emphasis Program (NEP) Statistics 

1. OSHA conducted 1,100 inspections (approximately 75% 
programmed) of nursing and residential care facilities 
under the previous Nursing Home-NEP

2. Ergonomic stressors were evaluated in 596 of these 
inspections 

3. Resulting in 192 ergonomic hazard alert letters (EHALs) 
to employers

4. 11 citations of OSHA’s general duty clause for hazardous 
ergonomic conditions
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What Else Contributed to the OSHA Extension of the National 
Emphasis Program?  

January 1, 2012-September 30, 2014

112 U.S. facilities

10,680 OSHA-recordable injuries

Patient handling and movement (4,674 injuries)

Slips, trips, and falls (3,972 injuries)

Workplace violence (2,034 injuries) 
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Patient Handling Injuries  Healthcare Workers  - CY 2013

 44 % of all reported injuries within the healthcare industry (NAICS 622 and 
623) were attributed to overexertion-related incidents

 In comparison, that rate equates to almost one and a half times the total MSD 
rate (33 percent) for all reported injuries for all industries. [13, BLS] [14, BLS] 

 Nurses and nursing assistants each accounted for a substantial share of this 
total 

 In 2013, orderlies, nursing assistants, and personal care aides continued 
to have some of the highest MSD rates of all occupations

 MSD cases accounted for 53 percent of total reported cases that 
occurred to nursing assistants in 2013 

 MSD rates for private industry nursing assistants (202.4), which were 
almost six times higher than the average MSD rates reported for all private 
industry workers (33.5). [15, BLS]
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Survive an OSHA Inspection

Preparation

Patience

A positive approach



Inspection Priorities

1. Imminent danger

2. Catastrophic & fatal accidents

3. Complaints & referrals

4. Programmed inspections

5. Special emphasis programs



OSHA Fines - Penalties

“Other-Than-Serious” 
violation(s)

$0 - $7,000 for each may 
be assessed.

“Serious” violation(s)

$1,500 - $7,000 for each 
may be assessed.

“Willful” violation(s)

$5,000 - $70,000 for each 
may be assessed.

“Repeat” violation(s)

� up to $70,000 for each.

“Failure-to-Abate” 
violation(s)

� may bring a civil penalty 
of up to $7,000 for each 
day that the violation 
continues beyond the 
prescribed abatement 
date.



OSHA Records – OSHA 300 Logs – Prepared

 Have them up to date within 7 working days
 https://www.osha.gov/recordkeeping/new-osha300form1-1-04.pdf

 Have 3-5 years readily available plus signed 300 A summaries

 Provide only what the inspector asks for not more

 Annual Summary Posted-show if posted

 OSHA Required Posters-show if posted

 Training Records – proven in writing and verbal & physical demo explanations 
by HCW’s
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2013 OSHA NEP Inspection - SPHM

Serious General Duty Clause Citation



Abatement Date September – October 

g\unit_bsullivan\2014\osha inspections and citations.pptx\***

Abate



Do you know what to do with this?

g\unit_bsullivan\2014\osha inspections and citations.pptx\***



General Duty Clause – 5(a)(1)

Each employer shall furnish to each of 
its employees, employment and a 
place of employment which are free 
from recognized hazards that are 
causing or likely to cause death or 
serious physical harm to its 
employees.



Federal OSHA’s SPHM Citation 
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$6,300

110 bed

2013 2014 2015

February 2013: 
OSHA Inspects and Cites 
Skilled Nursing Facility for 
lack of a SPHM Program.

October 24, 2013 -Abated



OSHA 300 Log 2011 – “Worst In State”
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1400 lost time days

150 injuries

SPHM



Deadline – Abatement Date 
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Abate



Precedent setting one of 11 citations in the US

Multi day OSHA visit in February 2013

Skilled Nursing Facility 110 beds “highest in state”

OSHA Logs  

NO dedicated safety staff at time of visit

6 months from time of visit to receive Citation letter 

Had to be approved by the Assistant Sec of Labor & OSHA 
Attorneys in Washington DC
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Interviewed Physical Therapy - Contract
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Interviewed and Video Taped C.N.A’s
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Training – Body Mechanics Gait Belts
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Medical Access Order

 Medical Access Order
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/medicalaccessorder/

 Per Federal OSHA, (OSHA standard 29 CFR 1913.10(a)) : “OSHA access 
to employee medical records will, in certain circumstances, be 
important to the agency's performance of its statutory 
functions. Medical records, however, contain personal details 
concerning the lives of employees. Due to the substantial personal 
privacy interests involved, OSHA authority to gain access to personally 
identifiable employee medical information will be exercised only after 
the agency has made a careful determination of its need for this 
information, and only with appropriate safeguards to protect individual 
privacy”. 
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Game Plan – Elevated To CEO & Facility Leaders
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Admin
PT

DON
HR

Safety



Culture of Safety - Leadership
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American Nurse’s Association – SPHM

1. Safe resident Handling & Mobility: Inter-
professional National Standards

2. Appendix A – Evaluative Tools, Strategies, & 
Resources

3. Appendix B – Key Publications & Programs 
References & Bibliography

http://www.theamericannurse.org/index.php/2013/07/
01/anas-national-standards-on-sphm-released/
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SPHM National Standard



OSHA Informal Conference

Agree to settle the citations

Request reduction in severity and monetary fines
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Outcome – No Reduction in Severity 

25%
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SPHM Inventory of Lifts in Building & Need
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Sling Inventory – 12 Slings
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Lift Inventory – 10 Lifts
TOTAL BODY LIFTS Location-Comments

Brand Model number Serial number Lift Tag#

Invacare Reliant 600 RPL600-1 Restore- tighten mast, clean wheels

Invacare Reliant 450 RPL450-1 2nd- Tighten mast, clean 
wheels/casters, bolts under face plate 
need review –tighten/obtain?

Invacare Reliant 450 RPL450-1 3rd- Clean casters/wheels, tighten 
mast

Invacare Reliant 450 PRA-450-1 3rd- Remove from service, mast –
review/tighten/replace

Invacare Reliant 450 RPL-450-1 1st

Invacare Reliant 450 RPA450-1 1st- ACTUATOR may need 
replacement, Tighten mast, see if 
Invacare offers replacement black 
rubber guards on legs clean casters
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Bed Inventory – 3 floors – Musical Beds 

Room #
Manual Crank 
Bed

Black Wheel 
Knee Hi only 
Elec

4 post / black 
wheel Hi/Lo

Alterra 
White 
Wheel Hi 
lo Bed

Grey 
wheel 
hi-lo 
bed

Joern's
Hi Lo Rented Comments

330 1 1

331 1 1

332 1 1

333 1 1
1-Unoccupied bed, possibly move white wheel to resident 
in need

334 1 1+Halo

335 1-Unoccupied 1 Halo

336 1 1 Possibly move 4-post- wheeled bed to resident in need
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Observation Bedside 

Environment – Cords, bed heights, postures, high risk tasks

Healthcare workers – Opinions of SPHM issues

Safety Management – Safety Education 
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SPHM Equipment – Accessible & 10:1 Ratios Minimum
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OSHA Citation-The OSHA Informal Conference 

Aug 2013 Informal Conference: No severity reduction 
received on the General Duty Clause Citation from “Serious” 
level.  

Monetary fine reduced from $15K to $10,500

Agreed to Implement SPHM program by Oct 24, 2013

Agreed to third party review of SPHM program –a 
written status report outlining their implementation steps by 
Dec 31, 2013

Used ANA SPHM Guidelines – 8 core standards for status 
report
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ANA – SPHM Guideline – Basis of the Third Party Review

g\unit_bsullivan\2014\osha inspections and citations.pptx\***

1
2013 American Nursing Association's (ANA) Safe Patient Handling & 
Mobility Interprofessional National Standard Craig Hospital:  Comments on Safe Patient Mobility Program (SPHM) Implementation Status as of 03-06-14 Status/Notes

2
3

4 1.1.1 Establish a statement of commitment to a culture of safety

Craig Hospital does have a safety management policy titled,EC-03  "Employee Safety Competency Standards".  Through the 4 tiers (Orientation, Rounds, Computer training modules, and 
Annual Competencies) of review the Environment of Care Committee acts to ensure there is a culture and degree of employee safety and competency.  SPHM is not directly noted to be part of 
this policy currently.  SPHM annual competencies are not currently being completed.  The opinion is that due to frequent use and common knowledge and perhaps complexity of completing an 
annual competency,  it is not done.  Written job descriptions are being reviewed this year by a vendor called, Select.  Safety has been included in all the new written job descriptions.

Consider revising the EC-03 policy 
to include SPHM in the 4 tiers of 
Review. Rounds at bedside for 
SPHM behaviors and equipment 
use, Orientation & Annual 
Competencies and possibly 
Computer Modules of  SPHM 
learning for refreshers. Obtain 
free from Guldmann. 

5 1.1.2 Establish a nonpunitive environment

Based on meetings and discussions with Craig care staff and safety dept. staff plus bedside observations at the facility a culture of safety was communicated by Craig staff and observed at 
bedside. During these meetings it was not possible to determine if this culture is  non punitive.  When asked who is in charge of safety most staff mentioned the Patient Safety Officer, Sarah.  
No distinctions for Employee Safety over Patient Safety were communicated by staff as to who leads employee safety.   A review and discussions with Karen Hadleydike, Employee Health Nurse 
there currently is no root cause analysis section to the employee injury/incident report.  Employee Health does follow up and includes the Unit Managers.  This will determine root cause on some 
of the more severe injuries.  A new reporting system will include "contributing factors" for employees and managers to find solutions for incidents.  

Consider incorporating a 
Computer learning module on  
Root Cause Analysis for 
employee injuries for all 
Managers.  Also consider 
implementing a joint Safety 
Officer + Employee Health 
leadership review of incidents 
that involve a Workers' 
Compensation injury & Patient 
Incident report.

6 1.1.3 Provide a system for right of refusal Yes Craig Hospital employees can refuse to conduct a care task if safety is the basis.  All employees are  encouraged to discuss safety at any time.  They can speak to their Unit Manager, a 
peer / or PT staff for ergonomics/SPHM safety concerns.

7 1.1.4 Provide safe levels of staffing Craig Hospital's staffing levels for all lift transfers must be conducted by 2 staff members or one staff and a family member at all times.

8 1.1.5 Establish a system for communication and collaboration

Craig Hospital's Safe Patient Mobility Program -uses a computer based medical record as the system of communication & collaboration on SPHM.   All new Patient Admissions go through a 
mobility status review by PT.  If being admitted from another hospital the existing mobility status is used but confirmed by PT.  The identified status is then documented in the Electronic Medical 
Record of each Patient and on the Kardex system.  Additionally, the lift designated by the PT for the Patient is communicated by posting a "Transfer Sheet" printed out from the computer of 
the correct lift and it's on the communication boards inside the Patient's room.  Rehab Tech's launder and return the correct sling type/size/to patient rooms to ensure proper slings are used.  
When any changes in rooms of patients takes place, the Electronic Medical Record will move "with" the patient to ensure proper Lift use/sling use.  No communication of sling selection for proper 
size and type of slings is done beyond a verbal system.

Consider a picture based system 
available in the units to 
communicate the proper sling 
selection and size confirmation 
for all floors/care staff. Allow for 
a means of confirming what they 
know and be able to prove it to 
others.

9

10 1.2.1 Participate in creating and maintaining a culture of safety
Based on observations in July 2014 Health Care Workers at Craig were observed instructing patients and family on SPHM.  PT staff were using overhead lifts/slings in various PT stations.  They 
were fully engaged in participating in the Craig SPHM program. Interviews with Craig Healthcare Workers confirmed they receive initial SPHM education.

11 1.2.2 Notify the employer of hazards, incidents, near misses, and accidents Craig healthcare workers have historically and currently report safety hazards promptly to leadership/employee health. 

12 1.2.3 Use the system to communicate and collaborate
Craig Hospital healthcare workers are participating and collaborating on their SPHM Program.  During interviews HCW's were not clear who leads the SPHM initiative beyond PT and they stated 
the Patient Safety Officer as the point person.

Define how HCW's communicate 
SPHM concerns to program 
leaders.

13

14

15
2.1.1 Designate a group or groups of stakeholders to develop, implement, evaluate, remediate, and 
maintain a SPHM program

Approximately 10 years ago Craig Hospital convened a group of HC professionals to develop the Craig SPHM program.  In 2014, HR Director, Stacy Abel worked with the Clinical Leadership 
Team to approve conducting a SPHM Gap Analysis as a formal SPHM team no longer meets.   SPHM Site Leader:   Karen Hadleydike, Employee Health is assigned the SPHM lead position. She 
is an experienced Nurse professional who will oversee any next steps of the SPHM program.  There is no formal "maintenance" of the Craig SPHM program.  No staff meet in existing nor 
Environment of Care meetings to address SPHM trends, or SPHM equipment/slings or emerging technology searches.

Consider convening a small team 
to be the  SPHM "committee".  
They will help lead and "maintain" 
the program.  They can be part 
of the existing Quality/Safety 
Meeting -(Ex. Have 4 SPHM 
members one from, PT, EE 
Health, Nursing & Patient 
Safety), Maintenance as 
needed.

16 2.1.2 Perform a comprehensive assessment of SPHM
A comprehensive Unit Hazard Assessment for SPHM at Craig was conducted  10+ years ago and 98 ceiling track with room traversing rail are in Craig patient rooms.  On July 08 & 10, 2014 a 
SPHM equipment inventory list was provided to me. This is an accounting managed by Bill Bartnick at Craig.  An 8:1 ratio of patients to lifts is exceeded by Craig Hospital. No unit assessments 
for additional equipment or sling needs has been conducted.

Consider reviewing Guldmann 
and or generic sling 
manufacturer's products annually 
to adopt new solutions for SPHM 
/ Rehabilitation care needs.  
Review slings  based on injury 
trends to help prioritize research 
and trials.

17
2.1.3 Develop a written SPHM program, with goals, objectives, and a plan for ongoing evaluation, 
compliance and quality improvement

 Craig does have a written SPHM policy. Another written policy is IP-04 "Transfers & Patient Mobility Activities" (Effective 10/1978)  This is patient assessment, manual & mechanical transfer 
instruction steps & 200 + lb. patient transfers.  Stacy Abel is the new HR Director hired in 2012.  The first goal was completing the gap analysis of the current SPHM Program,  and this will 
determine next steps and goals. At the same time all of the Craig after Job Descriptions/Physical Demands are updated by Select. These job evaluations may also establish on going goals, 
objectives and evaluations related to SPHM.

In process.

Standard 1. Establish a Culture of Safety

Standard 2. Implement and Sustain a Safe Patient Handling and Mobility (SPHM) Program

1.1 EMPLOYER

1.2 HEALTHCARE WORKER

2.1 EMPLOYER



Summary 12 Step Abatement Plan

1. CEO approval for Capital and Human Resources.

2. SPHM inventory, lifts, beds, slings.

3. SPHM Assessment by PT & Nursing.

4. SPHM Written Program.

5. SPHM Education Super Users all shifts, PT & DON Safety.

6. SPHM Education Healthcare Workers.

7. 8-10 Lift Ratio.

8. Laundry Infection Control processes.

9. Quality Control – Rounding Process.

10. Recognition for Safety.

11. Status Report to Federal OSHA.

12. Measure, monitor, coach.
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Abatement Notes from OSHA – What OSHA Recommended

No single means of abatement

Combination – Most Effective
Engineering controls
Work Practices
Administrative Controls
8-10:1 lift ratios – full and sit to stand
TASKS:  Ambulation, lifting, repositioning, transferring, from floor
35 lbs. “should not lift more than 35 lbs. of resident’s body weight” 

“Employer may adopt any measures that are most effective in 
SUBSTANTIALLY reducing or ELIMINATING the hazard”
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Administrative Control Notes from OSHA - What they 
recommended 

Site specific comprehensive SPHM program to ELIMINATE 
MANUAL lifting as much as possible

Care plan. Assessments for SPHM included

Reassessed – if condition’s change update the care plan for 
SPHM
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Training – Notes from OSHA 

All inclusive:  Administration, PT/Nursing, Maintenance 

Document training:  New, re-training as needed, annually
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OSHA Consequences of 100% Certainty Of Return Visits

$70,000 Will-full repeat violation per facility 

Reputation Risk - Public Knowledge of Citation – Harm to 
Others Staff or Residents
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Next Chapter

OSHA’s Return Visit  - 100% Guarantee



Culture of Safety-Eliminated High Risk Tasks
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Outcome - Case Study

53



Closing Points

Solutions for Success – Plan-Do-Check Act (PDCA)
1. Leadership – Support in Financial and Human Resources
2. OSHA 300 Log Training & Reviews – within 7 days
3. Workers’ Compensation claims trends
4. Prevention practices for SPHM, TB, WPV, STF’s
5. Prepare the team internally and use Nationally 

recognized Standards, Best Practices
6. Communicate clearly on SPHM assessments, records and 

training especially changes
7. Laundry – Purchasing – Maintenance – Bio Med Involved
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This presentation is intended solely to provide general information 
and does not constitute legal advice. Attendance at the 

presentation or later review of these printed materials does not 
create an attorney-client relationship with the presenter(s). You 
should not take any action based upon any information in this 
presentation without first consulting legal counsel familiar with 

your particular circumstances.



THANK YOU!

Welcome
Your Comments 
and Questions 

Lori A. Severson, CSP, ASP, MS, CHEM
Vice President—Senior Loss Control Consultant
Lockton Companies—Denver, CO
Phone: (303) 414-6155
E-mail: lori.severson@lockton.com

@loriseverson 

www.linkedin.com/in/loriseverson
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